
From:   
Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 10:37 PM 
To: GSC Campaign Engagement Mailbox <engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au> 
Subject: South District 

  

I was at Hurstville's Greater Sydney Commission meeting today and was the only student. I'm 

studying a B of City Planning at UNSW. I wanted to make some suggestions but didn't really 

think the meeting was going to be structured the way it was. But overall I definitely don't regret 

attending and will be involved in more events of the Commission in the future. While my 

propositions for an actually better Sydney & NSW extends beyond the South District, I'm not 

going to send to much stuff online anymore because I spend a lot of time on this researching all 

these planning issues and devise my solutions. But I am going to write about some of my views 

within Southern Sydney. 

  

Now for many years I had been sending private emails to politicians (usually replied) and govt 

departments (never replied) in regards to transport planning. I don't have the time to read all the 

draft plans anymore but I'm sure most of GSC staff haven't either. But I'm just going to put my 

ideas out there and hopefully like some politicians have done, will use my idea and make it a bit 

better very soon after I emailed them. 

  

Now first and the most important thing in terms of time because it soon may be extremely 

difficult to happen is having two officially separate railway lines, one being Waterfall to Town 

Hall (City Circle) via Sutherland, Hurstville and the Airport (including Wolli Creek, with a 

flyover that goes on land which is currently almost about to approve construction for an 

apartment block. I emailed TfNSW but again received no correspondence. The reason is because 

more people travel to the Airport via the Arncliffe-Sutherland corridor than the Holsworthy-

Turrella one. Also because it would allow for connections between the City Circle from the T4 

line cooridor. It can work, we just need the refunctioning of platforms 26 and 27 and for it to go 

in another northerly direction towards Town Hall or something. I've worked it out and explained 

it on FB comments where I've gotten a lot of satisfaction from the public, the Commission and 

especially the politicians ignore. But in making up for any trauma caused, during the peak hours, 

some Revesby services will be directed via the Airport corridor so they don't have to change. 

  

Look I think I need an actual meeting because I really can't be bothered especially if like most 

times in the past nothing is going to happen. I was going to see Morris Iemma today but didn't 

know he left early. But I am so passionate about this stuff as my classmates who know me quite 

well now say, and a lady who works in planning/architecture or something agrees with me. I 

said, I'm not really politician material, I can adapt though and would love the running around and 
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if they do anything else, but I would become a state senator just to fix the mess and do what the 

majority of the people want or very likely will want and then retire if it really takes a lifetime, or 

otherwise work somewhere in transport in project maintenance if that's a thing. 

  

Also for the Bankstown-North West Metros. It is in my opinion out of all the big mistakes the 

corrupt government has approved, it is the worst project and has been determined by getting that 

top Facebook comment of concerned citizens. Read it for yourselves I'm sure someone in their 

has Facebook. These are paramount ideas. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/10155220789286264?comment_id=1015

5220885901264&notif_t=like&notif_id=1487577315347213  

  

I'm just sending the link to prove it and not reword everything I said. Plus I don't get paid and I'm 

realising how expensive life is, especially train tickets which are then reinvested into politicians' 

pockets and their donors as was clarified today. And all those people who commented need to be 

made aware more effectively of the Commission because I think it has potential. I would also 

love to work in conjunction with the Commission in the future, given that there is still hope for 

this city, and that it doesn't go down the drain because of the few retiring politicians and their 

non-gullible followers on transport matters. 

  

Kind regards, 

  

And I expect a reply! 
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